Chicago, IL – March, 2011
Prospect City announced it has been engaged by On Partners to
provide a Velvet Database Solution for their business, with offices in
Ohio, Texas and California.
Velvet is replacing Goldmine, which has been used by the firm for
many years. The Velvet system adds several dimensions to the
storage and management of key data supporting the executive search
process.
Prospect City is an infrastructure services provider to executive
recruiting firms and corporate recruiting functions within large
organizations. The Velvet Database is a leading solution for innovative
executive recruiting firms who seek a system designed exclusively for
senior level executive recruitment and one that offers customization
that results in a proprietary system that evolves with their business.
“This is truly the last system an executive search firm will need
because it is always on the leading edge and stays with your firm as it
grows and evolves” added Robert Stein, President of Prospect City.
“Our competitors like Dillistone and Cluen are designed to meet the
needs of a very broad pool of search firms, including both retainer and
contingency firms. Because of this, their solutions are not entirely in
line with the needs of high-end search firms. They can’t respond with
the type of dexterity that we have because they have to consider so
many customers in a large market. Every one of our systems are
separate and uniquely designed for each customer.”
ON Search Partners (www.onpartners.com) is a leading retained
executive search firm, distinguished by an unwavering, entrepreneurial
spirit. We deliver highly personalized advisory services to the everchanging technology, life sciences and cleantech industries. Our
analytical, data-driven recruiting approach, guided by an implicit
respect for the individual, provides the insight and context necessary
to make smart leadership decisions in a fluid environment.
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